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A decision procedure is described for equivalence of deterministic two-tape (one- 
way) automata. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
The notion of an n-tape (one-way, deterministic) automaton was introduced by 
Rabin and Scott [2]. Although the properties of these devices have been studied 
extensively, no answer has been forthcoming to the question: for any n >/2, is there 
an effective procedure for deciding if two n-tape automata re equivalent ? The 
present paper shows that, in the case of two-tape automata, such a procedure xists. 
We concentrate on a simplified form of two-tape automaton called a "scheme." 
A scheme may be thought of as a two-tape automaton with, instead of a set of final 
states, a single final state (the "exit") from which no transitions are permitted. It is 
shown that there exists a decision procedure for equivalence of schemes (Sections 2-5), 
and that the equivalence problem for two-tape automata reduces to the equivalence 
problem for schemes (Section 6). 
The decision procedure is based on the notion of a "closed diagram." Informally, 
this is a nondeterministic s heme (without an "entry node") with a certain property 
which guarantees deterministic behavior. It is shown that two schemes are equivalent 
if and only if they can be mapped in a certain manner into a closed diagram. Given 
two schemes the procedure attempts to construct a closed diagram related to them 
in this way. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Before giving a formal definition of "schemes," we define two generalizations 
("semidiagrams" and "diagrams") which arise during the execution of the decision 
procedure. We also define a type of mapping ("morphism") between these objects 
in terms of which many of their properties may be expressed conveniently. 
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Let Za and Z 0 denote two disjoint finite alphabets. A semidiagram E (over Za,  Z'b) 
consists of 
1. a set (possibly infinite) of nodes denoted by [ E l ;  
2. a designated exit node ~ ] E [, denoted by A e ; and 
3. a ternary relation _C]E[ • (Zaw27o) • [E l .  Given M,N~IE I  and 
ct 6 Z a tO Zb, we write 
M-~ N in E, 
if (M, a, N)  is in this relation. 
In addition, the relation must satisfy two conditions. We will say that the node N is a 
successor of the node M if M ---~~ N in E for some a ~ Z a t3 Z b ; and if a E Xa then N 
is an a-successor of M. Similarly for b-successor. The conditions follow: 
1. I f  M has an a-successor in E, then for each aa ~ Za there is an N E I E ] such 
that M -+~ N in E. Similarly for b-successors. 
2. A E has no successors. 
A semidiagram E is finite if [ E 1 is a finite set. A node N e ] E ] is vacant if it has 
no successors and is not the exit node. 
Given semidiagrams E and E', a mapping f :  ]E  I ~ ]E ' ]  is a morphism from E 
to E'  (written f : E -4  E') if 
1. M-+~ N in E implies f (M)  --~~ in E' and 
2. f (Ae)  = AE'.  
Note that, given morphismsf  : E ~ E'  andf '  : E'  --+ E", the mappingf f '  : ] E ] --~ [ E" [ 
defined by ( f f ' ) (N)  =- f ' ( f (N) )  is also a morphism. So too is the identity mapping 
iE : 1 E [ -~ I E ]. A morphism f : E --~ E'  is an isomorphism if there is a morphism 
f '  : E'  ~ E such that f f '  = i e andf~ = i# .  E and E'  are isomorphic (written E ~ E') 
if there is an isomorphism from one to the other. Clearly E ~ E'  if and only if they 
differ only by a renaming of their nodes. 
Given a morph ismf  : E ~ E', let I ra( f )  denote the semidiagram defined as follows: 
1. ] Im(f)] = { f (M) [  M~ j E J}; 
2. Aim(n = f(Ae);  and 
3. N1- -+'N2 in Im( f )  if and only if there exist 21//1, M 2 ~[E[  such that 
M 1 -+* M 2 in E and f(M,) = N,  (i = 1, 2). 
I f  I ra(f)  = E' thenf i s  a morphism of E onto E'. Given semidiagrams E o and E, E o is 
a subsemidiagram of E (written E o _C E) if 1 Eo l _C l E I, and the inclusion mapping of 
[ Eo] into lE t  is a morphism. 
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It will sometimes be convenient to combine several statements such as N 1 -*~ N2, 
N 1 --*~ N3, and N 2 -~~ N 3 in E, thus, 
Art / o- \ 
A semidiagram D is a diagram if 
in E. 
N1 
/ 
M'  in D \ 
implies N 1 = N2. A node M of a diagram D is closed if 
M "~ 
in D, a b 
N'  
where a, e Z' a and ab e Xb, implies that for some N" e [ D I 
N 
~ ob in D. 
N'  ~ N" 
aa 
A diagram is closed if all its nodes are closed. 
A scheme is a pair (D, S) where: 
1. D is a diagram in which every node other than the exit has either 
a-successors or b-successors but not both. (Note that D is closed and has no vacant 
nodes.) 
2. S is a node of D called the entry node of the scheme. 
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Let  M and N be nodes of a semidiagram E. For  any n >/0 ,  a path from M to N in 
E of length n consists of a sequence of n + 1 nodes N o , N 1 ..... N,~ and a sequence of n 
letters cr 1 , a 2 ,..., an such that N O = M,  Nn = N and 
NO of> NI o" 2 a~ > "" - - *  N .  i nE .  
(Note that a single node constitutes a path from itself to itself of length zero). With 
this path we associate the pair of words (u, v) defined as follows, u is the word obtained 
from the sequence a1 , a S ..... as by selecting, in order all letters which belong to l a . 
(If the sequence contains no letters belonging to Z', ,  then u is the empty word over 
I , ,  denoted ca.) Similarly v is the word obtained by selecting letters of l b . For any 
semidiagram E and node N e I E I, let re(N) denote the set of all word pairs associated 
al  
D' = D" 
(A,y) 
b, I 
al .  
(^ o,,) (5 
C = ~ ~  a~ 
FIO. 1. Examples of diagrams. 
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with paths in E from N to A e . Two schemes, (D', S') and (D", S"), are equivalent if
zD'(S') = "cD"(S"). We aim to establish an effective procedure which, given two 
finite schemes, will determine whether or not they are equivalent. 
EXAMPLE. Let 27 a ----{al, a2} and 2; b = {bx, b2}, and let D', D" and C be the 
diagrams over 27a, 27 b shown in Fig. 1. Clearly (D', S') and (D", S") are equivalent 
schemes, and C is closed. The nodes of the three diagrams have been labelled to 
indicate mappings from [ D' I to I C] and from [ D" [ to ] C [. These mappings are 
morphisms. 
3. THE ROLE OF CLOSED DIAGRAMS 
In the example at the end of Section 2 the schemes (D', S') and (D", S") have the 
property that there exists a closed diagram C and morphismsf' : D' ~ C, f"  : D" ~ C 
such that f ' (S ' )  = f"(S"). In this section it is shown that this is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for two schemes to be equivalent. 
Define the universal closed diagram U as follows: 
1. 1 U I = all sets consisting of word pairs of the form (u, v) where u ~ 27a*, 
2. A set 0 e 1 U [ has a-successors if (u, v) e 0 =~ u :# e a . If this condition is 
satisfied then given any o" a G Za, 0 .._~aa r in U where r = {(u, v) [ (aaU, v) ~ 0}. 
Similarly for b-successors. 
3. Av  = {(ea,eb)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. U is a closed diagram. 
Proof. Clearly U is a diagram. Given any 0 ~ [ U [, suppose 
0 ~a r 
.b I in U, 
where a a~Z' a and abes Then (u, v) 6r  ~ (aaU, v) e0 ~ v @ eb since 0 has 
b-successors. Thus, r has b-successors, and similarly r has a-successors. Suppose 
r ---~~ r and r --+~a ~b' in U. Then (u, v) e r .~ (u, abv) e r .r (aa u, abv) e 0 .r 
(aau, v) e r <:~ (u, v) e r Thus, r = r It follows that U is closed. | 
Define the length of a word pair (u, v) to be the sum of the lengths of u and v. 
Given any node N of a semidiagram E, and given any n > 0, let "c~n)(N) denote the 
set of all word pairs in ~-e(N) of length n. Let co denote the empty set of word pairs. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let C be a closed diagram. For all n >~ O, M--+" N in C implies 
Z~c"+i'(M)---~~ -~"'(N) in U. 
Proof. Proof by induction on n. We show first that if M--~~ N in C, then 
r~)(M)--~~ ,~)(N) in U. Assume arbitrarily that (~ 6 Z'~. If ra)(M) does not have 
a-successors in U then (e~, ~)  ~ r~)(M) for some abe Lb. This implies M -+~ A c 
in C, and, hence, A c has a-successors (since M is closed), which is impossible. 
Therefore, z~)(M) must have a-successors. Suppose ,~)(M) -+~ 0 in U. Then 
O= l{(eaLeb)} if (e,e~)~r(cl)(M) 
if (e, eb) r ~'~)(M). 
But (~, eb) E r~'(M) -~ M --+~ A c in C ~ N = A c . Therefore, 
O= l {(ca' eb)} if N = Acl = r~)(N)" 
oJ if N @ Ac 
Next suppose that the proposition is true for some n /> 0, and that M --+" N in C. 
We will deduce that r(cn+2)(M)--+~ r(c"+l)(N) in U. Assume arbitrarily that a E 2J a . 
Given any (u, v) E Z(cn+~>(M), consider any path from 31 to A c which defines (u, v). 
There are two possibilities: 
1. The path starts with a b-step i.e. there exist M x 6 [ C I, abe Z'b and v i ~ Z'b* 
such that M ---~ M a in C, v = 0"07.3 a and (u, vl) e "rtcn+i)(Ml). Since M is closed, M i 
must have a-successors. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis ~-~c'~+a)(Ma) h s 
a-successors, and, hence, u ~ ca. 
2. The path starts with an a-step. This immediately implies u ~ ca. 
It follows that r~cn+2)(M) has a-successors. Suppose r~cn+2)(M)--~~ in U. Clearly 
~(n+i) N C (u,v) e.r(e'~+i~(N) =~ ((Tu, v)~r(cn+'~(M) o (u,v) e~. Thus, c ( )_(}. It remains 
to show that ~ _C ~-(cn+il(N). If (u, v) E~, then (~u, v) Erc"+2)tM ~ i.e., there is a path C ~. 1' 
from M to A c which defines (~u, v). Again there are two possibilities to consider: 
1. The path starts with a b-step, i.e., there exist M 1 e [ C [, % E Z'b, and v i ~ 2:b* 
such that M -+oh M1 in C, v = %v I and (eu, vl) ~ ~,+i)tM ~ Since M is closed, there C k 11" 
exists N 1 ~ t C I such that 
m c' ~N 
M~ ~,N~ 
By the induction hypothesis ~'tcn+i)(M1) __+o ~.~n)(N1) in U, and, hence, (u, vl) E rccn'(Ni). 
r~n+iqN~ i.e., (u, v) ~ r(cn+i)(N). It follows that (U, abVl) e C ~ J, 
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2. The path starts with the a-step M--+ ~ N. Clearly this implies (u, v) c'r~cn+l)(N). 
In either case (u,v)~'r~c'*+l)(N) It follows that ~C__'r~ and, hence, 9 C k 1, 
"r~c"+S~(M) --0 "r~c'~+X)(N) in U. | 
Given a semidiagram E, there is associated with each N e I E I the set of word 
pairs "rE(N) ~ I U I. Thus, we have a mapping from I E I to I U I which, to be con- 
sistent with previous notation, we will denote by "rE 9 
PROPOSITION 3.3. I f  C is a closed diagram, the mapping "rc : I C ] --+ I U I is a 
morphism. 
Proof. Suppose M---~o N in C. We will deduce that "rc(M)._+o "rc(N) in U. 
Assume arbitrarily that a ~ 27 a . Then (u, v) ~ "rc(M) =~ (u, v) ~ "r~cn+l)(M) for some 
n /> 0 (since M C= A c and, hence, (u, v) q~ "r~'(M)) => u @ ea (since "r~cn+l)(M) has 
a-successors by Lemma 3.2). Hence, "rc(M) has a-successors. Further (u, v) ~ "rc(N) 
(u,v)~'r~c'*)(N) for some n >/O.::,(o'u,v)~'r~c'*+l)(M) for some n >/0  (since 
"r~c~+:)(M) _+o "r~c,*)(N) in U) r (o'u, v) ~ "rc(N). Hence, "rc(M)--+ ~ in U. Also 
"rc(Ac) = {(ca, eb)} = Av.  It follows that "rc is a morphism. | 
Thus, given equivalent schemes (D', S') and (D", S"), we have a closed diagram U 
and morphisms "rD' : D' ~ U, "rD" : D" --+ U such that "rD,(S') = "rD'.(S"). So half 
the required result has been proven. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f be a morphism from a semidiagram E with no vacant nodes 
to a closed diagram C. Then f"rc = "re. 
Proof. Given any M ~ [ E [, -re(M ) C_ "rc(f(M)) since any path from M to AE in E 
is mapped by f into a similarly labelled path from f (M)  to A c in C. To prove that 
~'~ M C "rc(f(M)) C -rs(M ) it is sufficient o prove: given any n >/0, "rc ( f ( ) )  - "re(M) for all 
M ~ [E{. We prove this by induction on n. 
Note that f (M)  = A c ~ M = AE, since f (M)  = A c => M has no successors => 
M ---- AE. Thus, 
"r(co)(f(M)) = I{(e+~ e,)} if M v~ = AE 
_C "r~(M). 
Assume ./c'~)(f(M))C_-re(M ) for all M t iE  I. We will deduce that 
T~c'~+l)(f(M)) _C "rE(M) for all M ~ ] E I. 
If M = AE then r{c'~+l)(f(M))----~o _C "re(M). If M r AE then M has successors 
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(since E has no vacant nodes). Assume arbitrarily that M has a-successors. 
Thenf (M)  has a-successors and, hence, so has r~cn+l~(f(M)). Therefore, 
(u, v) ~ r("+l)(f(M)) ~ u @ e~ => u ---- (r~u a
for some ~a ~ 27a and u I e 27a*. Suppose M ---~* N in E. Then f (M)  --+~,f(N) in C, 
and, hence, r(cn+l'(f(M)) --+~ @n'(f(N)) in U. Therefore, (ul, v) e r~'*'(f(N)) _C rE(N) 
by the induction hypothesis. It follows that (gaUl, v)~ re(M); i.e., (u, v)~ re(M). 
Thus, r{cn+i)(f(M)) E re(M). | 
COROLLARY 3.5. Two schemes, (D', S') and (D", S"), are equivalent r there exists 
a closed diagram C and morphismsf':D'--+ C',f" :D"--+ C such that f '(S') = if(S"). 
Proof. (=~) Already shown. 
(-r Since D' and D" have no vacant nodes, ro,(S' ) = rc( f ' (S ' ) )= 
rc(f"(S")) = rD(S). | 
4. THE DECISION PROCEDURE 
We now describe four operations on finite semidiagrams and diagrams and a 
procedure which uses these operations to decide if two finite schemes are equivalent. 
The first operation is the identification of two nodes in a semidiagram. Suppose E 
is a finite semidiagram and N 1 , N 2 ~ ] E I. Assume that it is not the case that one of 
N 1 , N~ has successors and the other is A e . Then the following construction yields a 
finite semidiagram E' together with a morphism d : E --+ E'. 
1. Let [ E'] consist of I E[ with the nodes N1 and N2 replaced by a new node 
No 
2. Let d be the obvious mapping from I E I to [ E' I defined by 
d(M)= t N~ if M=NxorN2 
M otherwise. 
3. Let Ae' = d(Ae). 
4. Define N--+~ N'  in E' if and only if there exist M, M 'E[E[  such that 
M--+~ M'  in E, d(M) = N and d(M') = N'. 
I f  one of N1, N 2 has successors and the other is Ae then E' is not a semidiagram, and 
we will say that the identification of N x and N~ fails. Otherwise, the identification 
succeeds and the morphism d 9 E -+ E' is the result. Note that d is onto. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose N x and Nz are nodes of a finite semidiagram E, and 
57x/'7/2-8 
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suppose that for some semidiagram E" there exists an f : E -+ E" such that f(N1) = f(N~). 
Then the identification of N 1 and N~ succeeds, and if d : E -+ E' is the result, there is a 
morphism from E' to E". 
Proof. Suppose there exists f :  E -+ E" such that f (Na)=f (N~) .  Then the 
identification will not fail because if N 1 say, has successors, so has f(Nx). Hence, 
f(N2) :/= AE. , and, hence, N 2 ~ A E . g is defined by: 
t f (N ) if N va No 
g(N) = (f(Nx) (=f(N2)) if N = N o . | 
The next operation, called packing, attempts to reduce a scmidiagram to a diagram 
by identifying nodes. We start with a finite semidiagram E 0 . I f  it is a diagram there 
is no more to do. I f  not, select any occurrence of the form 
N1 
/ 
M'  in Eo, \ 
N~ 
where N1 =# Na,  and identify N 1 and N2. I f  the identification is successful and the 
result is d 1 : E 0 -+ E 1 say, then do the same for E x as for E o . And so on. Clearly the 
process cannot continue indefinitely since each identification reduces the number of 
nodes by one. I f  one of the identifications fails then the operation fails. Otherwise, 
for some n /> 0, successive identifications will produce a sequence of morphisms 
6 : ~ , 6 : ~  ..... ~ :~_1  ~ ,  
where E~ is a finite diagram. In this case the operation succeeds and the result is the 
morphism p : E o --~ E~ defined by 
t dld2""d~ if n /> l  
P= tiEo if n=0.  
Note that p is onto. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose there exists a morphism from a finite semidiagram Eo 
to a diagram D. Then the packing of E o succeeds, and if the result is p : E o ~ En , there 
is a morphism from En to D. 
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Proof. 
the form, 
Consider the packing of E o . Either Eo is a diagram, or an occurrence of 
N 
o7 / 
M 
N~ 
in E o , 
will be selected and N 1 , N2 identified. In the latter case, if there exists fo : Eo -+ D 
where D is a diagram, we have 
fo(Nl) 
/ 
fo(M) ~ in D. 
o - ,  
fo(N~) 
Hence, fo(N1) = fo(N~). Therefore by proposition 4.1 the identification will succeed, 
and if d 1 : E 0 --~ E 1 is the result, there exists a morphism fl  : E1 --~ D. We can now 
repeat he argument for E 1 , and so on. It follows that eventually a diagram E~ will be 
obtained, together with a morphism fn : E,~ --+ D. I 
The third operation, called augmentation, simply adds nodes and arrows to a given 
finite diagram D as follows: for every occurrence of the form 
M1 %,M~ 
%1 in D, 
M. 
where aa ~ 27a and cr~ ~ Z b , add a new node N together with the relations 
Ms 
M3 o ,N  
The operation fails if there is an occurrence of the form 
M1 ~176 
%~ in D, 
M3 
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where a a ~ 2a,  a b c 2 b and M s or M s ---- A n . Otherwise, the resulting figure will 
be a finite semidiagram/~ such that D _C/9. In this case the operation succeeds and 
the result is the injection morphism a : D -* /~.  
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose there exists a morphism from a finite diagram D to a 
closed diagram C. Then the augmentation of D succeeds, and if the result is a : D -*  E), 
there exists a morphism g : E) --~ C. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward, g being defined as follows: 
1. I f  N  9  I D ! then g(N) =f (N) .  
2. I f  N 9 [ / )  I - -  ] D [ then there exist unique 11//1, Ms ,  M 3 9 [ D [ and a a E Z'a, 
ab 9 27b such that 
Ul O~ U~ 
~b~ inD and ~o, inb .  
Ms Ms ~>N 
Since C is closed there exists a unique P 9 ] C[ such that 
f(M1) ~176 ~ J(M~) 
o~ ~ob inC.  
f(M3) ,~a' P 
In this case, g(N) ---- P. | 
The fourth operation, called closing, attempts to transform a diagram into a closed 
diagram by alternately augmenting and packing it. We start with a finite diagram D o . 
I f  it is already closed there is no more to do. Otherwise, augment D o . I f  the aug- 
mentation is successful, giving a 1 : D o -+ E o say, then pack E 0 . And if the packing 
is successful, giving Pl : E0 --+ Dx say, then repeat he process with D t instead of D o 
and so on. I f  an augmenting or packing operation should fail then the closing operation 
fails. On the other hand, if for some n /> 0, successive augmenting and packing 
operations produce a sequence 
al : Do -+ E0, Pl : Eo -+ D1 ,..., an : En-1 --~ Dn-1, Pn : E~-t -+ D, ,  
where D n is a (finite) closed diagram, then the operation succeeds and the result is 
c : D o --~ Dn,  where 
c = t. alp1 "'" a~pn if n >/1 
~zoo i f  n = 0.  
Note that for some D o this operation does not terminate (see Fig. 2). 
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&l 
C zZZ  
b, 
FIG. 2. 
{al}, {bl}). 
| 
The closing operation does not terminate when applied to this diagram (over 
PROPOSITION 4.4. I f  there exists a morphism from a finite diagram D O to a closed 
diagram, then the closing of D O will not fail. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 4.2. | 
We now describe a procedure called the 'equivalence t st,' and then show that, 
provided it halts, it determines whether or not two schemes are equivalent. We start 
with two finite schemes (D', S') and (D", S"). First, form a diagram (denoted by 
D' + D") by taking disjoint copies of D' and D" and identifying their exists. Let j '  
denote the obvious morphism : D' ~ D' + D", and similarly for j" : D" --+ D' + D". 
Next identify j ' (S') and j"(S"). If this is successful, giving d : D' + D" --+ E say, 
then pack E. And if this is successful, giving p : E ~ D, then close D. If this last 
operation succeeds then the test succeeds. Should any of these operations fail then 
the test fails. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Given two schemes, if  the equivalence test succeeds then the 
schemes are equivalent; if it fails then they are not equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose the test succeeds, given (D', S') and (D", S"). Then the successive 
operations of the test will produce morphisms of the form 
j ' :D ' -+  D' + D", j" :D"--~ D' + D", d:D' + D"- - ,  E, p :E -+ D, c:D---~C, 
where C is closed. Definef': D' ~ C by f '  z j '  dpc, and f":  D" --+ C by f "  = j" dpc. 
Then f ' (S ' )=f" (S" ) ,  since d( j ' (S ' ) )~-d( j" (S")) .  Therefore, the schemes are 
equivalent by Corollary 3.5. 
On the other hand, if (D', S') and (D", S") are equivalent, here exist a closed 
diagram C 1 and morphisms f ( :  h'---~ Cx, f~: D" --+ C~ such that f l '(S') -~ f~(S"). 
If the test is applied to these schemes, the first step will yield morphisms 
j '  : D' -+ D' + D" and j" : D" --+ D' 4- D". These morphisms have the property that 
there exists an f l  : D' + D" --+ C x such that J~l = fl' and J"fl ---- f~ .  Hence, 
fx(j '(S')) = f~(j"(S")). Applying Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4, we deduce that none 
of the operations of the test will fail, and, hence, the test will not fail. The required 
result follows. | 
In the next section we show that the equivalence t st always halts. 
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5. THE LIMIT DIAGRAM 
In order to show that the test for equivalence always halts we establish a sufficient 
condition for the closing operation to halt. 
Suppose the closing operation does not terminate when applied to a finite diagram 
D O . There will be a corresponding sequence of morphisms 
ao :Do-+Eo,Po : E o -+ D1, al : D l -+  E1 ,Pl  : E1--+Da ..... 
where ar : Dr -+ Er is the result of augmenting Dr and Pr : Er --~ DT+I is the result 
of packing E r . Writing fr for a r Pr we obtain the sequence 
f0 : Do -+ D1, f l  : D1 -+ Da ,..., 
where all the D r are diagrams. Given any sequence of this form we can define as 
follows a diagram L called the limit of the sequence, together with morphisms 
gT : Dr -+ L. 
For all 0 ~< r ~< s define the morphismFr, s : Dr -+ Ds by 
1. Fr . r=iD, ,  
2. if r < s, Fr. s = frfr+x'"fs-l" 
Let ~ denote the disjoint union of the sets [D o ], [D,  ],... 9 To each r />  0 and 
N H Dr there corresponds an element of M/" which will be denoted by ~r(N). Let 
denote the equivalence relation on j f r  defined by: ~rl(Ni) ---= ~?r~(N~) if there exists 
an s >/ r l ,  r 2 such that Frvs(N1) = Errs(N2). Then the nodes of the limit diagram L
are the equivalence classes of M/" under --:. For all r >/0,  definegr : ] D r I --* [L [ by: 
gr(N) is the equivalence class of ~r(N). (Note that Fr.sg8 = gr .) The 'arrows' of L 
are defined by: P -+0 Q in L if and only if for some r >/0  there exist M, N ~ I Dr [ 
such that M -+~ N in Dr, g~(M) = P and gr(N) = ~. AL is defined to be go(ADo). 
We consider the properties of L, given that it is derived from a nonterminating 
closing operation as described previously. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. L is closed. 
Proof. Given any P ~[L  1, suppose 
p ~',Q 
ob~ in L, 
Q, 
where oa H Z'a and :r b H 27 b . Then there exist r 1 /> 0 and M1, N 1 ~ [ Drl [ such that 
3/1 -+oa N1 in Dr1 , g r t (M1)= P and grl(N1)= Q. And there exist r 2 >/0  and 
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/1/2, N2 c I Dr, ] such that Ms ---~~ N2 in Dr , ,  gr,(M2) = P and gr,(N2) = Q'. Since 
grl(M1) = gr~(M~), there exists an s /> r l ,  r 2 such that Fq.~(M1)= Frv,(M~). It  
follows that 
"b~ in D 8 . 
Fr,,~(N~) 
Hence, there is an N ~[E~ ] such that 
a~(Fr1.~(N,)) 
a~(F,,.~(N~)) ,,o , N 
in E8. 
Applying the morphism P~g,+l we obtain 
P 
~ % in L, 
Q' g,+I)(N) 
since 
(erl.,a,p,g,+x)(N1) = (erl,,+lg,+l)(N1) = gr~(N1) = Q, 
and similarly (Fr,.~a~p~g~+l)(N2) = Q'. It follows that L is closed. | 
Let us say that a path in a semidiagram is an a-path if the word pair which it defines 
is of the form (u, eb) for some u a Z'a*. Similarly for b-paths. 
LEMMA 5.2. Given any N C I Dr 1, there is an a-path in D r from a node of Im(F0.r) 
to N. Similarly for b-paths. 
Proof. Proof by induction on r. I f  N E [ D O [, then N itself constitutes an a-path 
from a node of Im(Fo,0) to N. Next assume the result true for some r >~ 0. Given 
any N ~ I Dr+l I, there is an N '  ~ [ Er I such that p,(N') = N. There are two cases to 
consider. 
1. N '  = ar(N") for some N" c [ D r I. By hypothesis, there exists an a-path in 
Dr from a node of Im(F0,r) to N", and this will be mapped by fr  into an a-path in 
Dr+ 1 from a node of Im(F0.r+l) to N. 
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2. N '  6 Im(a~). In this case there exist N1, Na ~ [ Dr I such that 
at(N1) 
~% in E r 
ar(N~) ~ N '  
a a 
for some a~ e 27~, abe 27b. By hypothesis, there exists M e I Do [ such that there is 
an a-path in D r from Fo,r(M ) to N2. This will be mapped by a~ into an a-path in E r 
from a~.(Fo.~.(M)) to at(N2). Hence, there is an a-path from ar(Fo.r(M)) to N'. And this 
will be mapped by Pr into an a-path in D~+ 1from Fo,r+l(M ) to N. | 
PROPOSITION 5.3. L is infinite. 
Proof. Suppose L is finite. We start by defining for all sufficiently large s, 
morphisms h8 : L ~ D a . Clearly any P e [L  [ belongs to ] Im(g~) 1for all sufficiently 
large r. Since I L I is finite, it follows that I L 1 = I Im(gro)[ for some r 0 >/0. Define 
hro : I L I -~  I Drol as follows: 
1. h~o(AL ) = Ao, ~ . 
2. If P :# AL, select any N e [ Dro ] such that gro(N ) = P and set hro(P ) = N.  
(Thus, h~ogro = iL .) For all r > ro, define hr : [L t -~ ] Dr ] by h r = h~F~o # . (Note 
that hrgr = iL , and that gn(N) = P implies Fms(N ) = ha(P) for all sufficiently large 
s.) Consider any arrow P --~ Q in L. There exist n /> 0 and M, N ~ [ D~ [ such that 
M -+" N in Dn,  gn(M) ~- P and gn(N) = Q. It follows that for all sufficiently large s, 
Fms(M ) --*~ F,~.a(N) in ha,  Fn.s(M) = ha(P) andFn.a(N) = ha(Q); i.e., ha(P) --+" ha(Q) 
in Da. Since there are only a finite number of arrows in L, it follows that for all 
sufficiently large s, P --*~ Q in L implies ha(P) --+" h,(Q) in D s . Also h~(AL) = AD, 
for all s >/ r  o . Hence, h a is a morphism for all sufficiently large s. 
Given any N ~ I Do I, let P = go(N). Then for all sufficiently large s, Fo,~(N) = 
ha(P) ~ [ Im(h,)l. Since [ D o I is finite, it follows that [ Im(Fo.,)[ _.C [ Im(ha)l for all 
sufficiently large s. 
Select any s >~ 0 such that h, is a morphism and I Im(Fo.,) I _C 1 Ira(h,) 1. We show 
that ha is an isomorphism. Let K denote the set of fixed points of the morphism gshs ; 
i.e., K = {NI hs(gs(N)) = N) .  For all P ~ [L 1, hs(ga(h,(P))  = h,(P); hence, 
[ Im(hs) [C K, and, hence, [ Im(Fo.s)[ _C K. Next suppose that N O e K and N O --~~ N 1 
in D a . Then N O --+" h,(g~(N1) ) in Oa, and, hence, N 1 ---- hs(g~(Nx)); i.e., N 1 e K. 
It follows that if there exist a path from a node N O ~ K to a node N, then N ~ K. 
But by Lemma 5.2, given any NE  [ D s I, there is a path from a node of 11m(F0.a) 1 
to N. Therefore, since [ Im(Fo,a) I C K, all N e I D, I belong to K. Thus, g,h, = iD .  
But h,ga = iL. Therefore, h s is an isomorphism. 
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Thus, for some s >/0,  De ~ L, and, hence, De is closed. But if any of the diagrams 
Do, D 1 .... is closed, the closing operation halts when applied to D o . Thus we have a 
contradiction. Hence, L is infinite. | 
The final property of L which we require is an immediate consequence of Lemma 
5.2. It is that given any P e I L I, there is an a-path from a node of Im(go) to P, and 
there is a b-path from a node of Ira(go) to P. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The closing operation halts when applied to a finite diagram with 
no vacant nodes. 
Proof. Suppose D O is finite and has no vacant nodes. We have seen that if the 
closing operation does not halt when applied to Do, there exists an infinite closed 
diagram L together with a subdiagram L o (namely L 0 = Ira(go)  such that 
1. L o is finite (since D o is finite); 
2. L o has no vacant nodes (since go(N) vacant in L 0 would imply N vacant 
in Do); and 
3. given any P e lL  I, there is an a-path from a node of L 0 to P and there is 
a b-path from a node of L o to P. 
We show that this is an impossibility by proving: i fL  is a closed diagram containing 
a subdiagram L 0 with properties 1-3 above, then L is finite. 
For all P ~ I L I define da(P) = min{d I there exists an a-path in L of length d from 
a node ofL o to P}. db(P) is defined similarly in terms of b-paths. (Property 3 guarantees 
that d,(P) and db(P) are well defined.) Note that P e ]L0 I <r da(P) = 0 ~ db(P ) = 0; 
and that for all n /> 0 the sets (P[  d,(P) <~ n} and (P I db(P) <~ n} are finite. 
We prove that if PE  [L Z - -  I L0 ] and P - -~*Q in L for some aaeZ~, then 
db(P ) ~ d~(Q). Let 
Ob I abB ~b cl 
Po ' P1 ' . . . .  P 
be a b-path in L from a node Po e I Lo I to P of minimal length d = db(P) ~ 1. Clearly 
Pi  6 [Lo [, and, hence, P0 does not have b-successors in L o . But Po C = AL o (since 
AL o = AL which does not have successors in L) and Po is not vacant in L o ; therefore, 
Po has successors in L o . Hence, Po has a-successors in L 0 . Suppose Po --,on Qo in L o . 
Since L is closed, there exist Qi ,..., Qa-i e ]L ] such that 
Thus, there is a b-path 
Po ~bl > P1 ribs Qbd > ~ ), e 
ab$ Ob~ 
of length db(P) from a node o fL  o to Q. Hence, db(Q) <~ db(P). 
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Given any Q c [L  [ -- [L o l, there is an a-path 
Qo a2 ,Q i  a2,  o.-1 
" "  ,9.-1 ~ ,Q 
in L for some n>/  1, where Q0c lL  0l and Q1, . - - ,Q , - l c [L [ - [L  o[. Clearly 
da(Qa) = 1 and db(Q) <~ db(Qa). Let db ---- max{db(P)[ all P such that da(P)= 1}, 
which is well defined because the set {P Ida(P) -~ 1} is finite. Then db(Q) <~ [lb. 
It follows that [L ] = (Q [ db(Q) ~< rib}, which is finite. | 
COROLLARY 5.5. The equivalence t st always halts. 
Proof. Suppose the equivalence t st is applied to two schemes (D', S') and (D", S"). 
If one of the first two operations (identification and packing) of the test fails, then 
clearly the test halts. If they succeed, then the closing operation will be applied to a 
diagram D which is related to the original schemes by morphisms of the form 
j':D'--+ D' + D",j":D'-+ D' + D", d:D' + D"--+ E, p:E-+ D. 
These morphisms are such that, given any N ~ [ D [, N is either the image of a node 
of D' under j' dp, or the image of a node of D" under j" dp. Suppose arbitrarily that 
N = (j' dp)(M'), where M' ~ [ D' ]. Then N cannot be vacant, otherwise M' would 
be vacant. It follows that D has no vacant nodes. Hence, the closing operation halts, 
and, hence, the equivalence t st halts. | 
6. APPLICATION TO Two-TAPE AUTOMATA 
In order to prove that equivalence of two-tape automata is decidable, we now show 
that that equivalence problem reduces to the equivalence problem for schemes. The 
definition of two-tape automata used here is based on that of Rabin and Scott [2]. 
A similar reduction can be made for two-tape automata in the sense of Mirkin [1]. 
For a given alphabet O and end-marker ~~ O, a two-tape (one-way, deterministic) 
automaton is a quintuple (S, M, So, F, h) where 
1. S is a finite set (of states); 
2. M is a function: S • (O ~A {E}) --~ S (the state transition function); 
3. s o e S (the initial state); 
4. F C S (the set of final states); and 
5. k is a function: S --~ {0, 1} (the tape selector function). 
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We say that a pair (u 0 , ul) of words over 0 takes this automaton to the state s if, 
for some m >/O, there exists a sequence of states 
sl,s2,...,sm (Sr~S), 
together with a word ala2 "'" am over (9 such that 
1. M(sr_l, at) = sr (r = 1 ..... m); 
2. s m = s; and 
3. for i = 0, 1, us is the word obtained by selecting, in order, all letters ar from 
al ... crm such that k(sr) = i. 
A pair (t o , tt) of words over O is accepted by the automaton if either of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
1. There exists a word u I such that 
(i) t t = UlU 1' for some word u 1' and 
(ii) (to, ul) takes the automaton to a state s such that k(s) = 0 and M(s, E) ~F. 
2. There exists a word u o such that 
(i) t o = UoU o' for some word u o' and 
(ii) (Uo, tl) takes the automaton to a state s such that k(s) = 1 and M(s, c) ~F. 
Let T (d)  denote the set of all pairs accepted by the automaton d .  Then two automata, 
and ~r are equivalent if T (~)  = T(~r 
Suppose 0 = {01 ,..., 0~}. We select two disjoint copies of O u {~}, denoted 
z0 = {0'2',..., do } and = tvl ,..., all)}. Then with the automaton 
d = (S, M, s o ,F ,  k) we associate the scheme sch(d)  over Xo, Z'I ,  defined as 
follows: sch(d)  = (D, So) where [ D I = S u {Yo ,Y l ,  z, AD} for some Yo ,Y~, z, 
A D $ S, and where the arrows of D are given by: 
1. s--*~ *' s' in D (where i = 0 or 1, Or ~ O and s, s' ~ S) if M(s, Or) = s' and 
k(s) = i. 
2. s __r Yt in D (where s ~ S) if M(s, E) ~F and k(s) = 0. Similarly, s --~"" Yo 
in D if M(s, ~) ~F and k(s) = 1. 
3. s --~"~' z in D (where i = 0 or 1, and s ~ S) if M(s, ~) ~F and k(s) = i. 
4. The remaining arrows are such that 
0 (~ /~ A (0 ";' 
9 oYoN y I ~-- : (') 
A(~ ,) ~X,~ On ,-n E 
A (o) 
in D 
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It will be seen that all pairs in r are of the form 
0!0) o!O)E(O) 0(1) t~(1) (1)x '1 "'" *~ ~ vil ... t~j~E ), 
for some 0il O~q E O, and that/O c~ ... 0(~ (~ O! x) -.. O~t)E n)) e 7D(So) if and only if 
~' '"  k i I i~ ~ ~l q 
(0it "" 0%, 0j, "" 0#~)e T (d) .  It follows that T (d)  uniquely determines rD(S0) and 
vice versa. Thus two automata, ~r and ~r are equivalent if and only if sch(~r and 
sch(~)  are equivalent. Hence, the equivalence t st for schemes can be used to decide 
if two automata re equivalent. 
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